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|  151CLEANING SOLVENTS & DEGREASERS

D3 CITRUS DEGREASER

Degreaser attacks oil, grime, grease, tar, and other oil-based contaminants on 
hard surfaces. It works on contact and leaves little or no residue too. 15 oz 
aerosol. Natural citrus base. 12/Case.

Part No Description
SW286SY D3

SW286SY

D-GREAZ ORGANIC SOLVENT DEGREASER 

A safer and greener way to clean grease and grime from equipment, 
this formula uses no chlorinated or fluorinated solvents, so it’s more 
environmentally conscious and can be used on most plastics and in areas 
where toxic products are not appropriate. Aerosol exhibits 48,000-volt 
dielectric strength too. USDA authorized. 12 oz aerosol. 12/Case.

Part No Description
500001QC D-Greaz

500001QC

602004QC

UP AND AWAY FLOATING LIFT 
STATION CLEANER

Simply powerful, this formula dissolves buildup on lift station walls as well 
as removes sewer odors and gases caused by the vertical buildup of grease, fat, 
magnesium soap, and sewage. It's made to use in wet wells, sewage treatment 
plants, grease traps, storm sewers, and more. 5 gal.

Part No Description
602004QC Up and Away

300280WD

512001QC

QUIKLEEN II SOLVENT CLEANER
Non-flammable and non-conductive, this agent is safe to use on metal parts, 
electric motors, and electronic sub-assemblies—even while the equipment is 
operating. Plus it cleans quickly, dries quickly, and leaves no residue behind. It can 
also displace moisture from electric motors. Citrus scent. 16 oz aerosol. 12/Case. 
NOTE: Be sure to test before using on plastics.

Part No Description
512001QC* Quikleen

*Cannot ship to CA, CT, MA, MD, ME, MI, or NJ

SPECIALIST™ INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH DEGREASER
A powerful solvent-based degreaser, this product quickly cleans machinery, engines, 
and equipment, leaving behind no residue and low fumes. And it features a Smart 
Straw design that sprays two ways—up for precise spray and down for regular spray. 
It also quickly dissolves grease, oil, dirt, adhesives, and more, thanks to its PowerSolve 
technology. It it's safe for most surfaces too. NSF listed K1. CARB compliant. 15 oz 
aerosol. 6/Case.

Part No Description
300280WD Specialist Degreaser

BIG ORANGE TAR & ASPHALT REMOVER
A natural orange oil solvent, this product quickly cuts through tar, asphalt, 
gum, ink, crayon, tough soils, paint overspray, and more. And there are no 
chlorinated solvents, CFC’s, or other ozone depleting chemicals. No harmful 
or unpleasant fumes either. 12 oz aerosol. 12/Case. 
NOTE: Will soften some surfaces, including some plastics. Use with care.

Part No Description
506001QC Big Orange

506001QC


